Empowering Power and Steel Sectors

J M ENGINEERING
Products & Services for Power & Steel Industry

About Company
Established in the year 2000, we, J. M. Engineering, have established ourselves as one of the leading
manufacturers and suppliers of various components for high voltage circuit breakers and medium
voltage circuit breakers. Initially, we started our business only for ABB Ltd., Baroda, but over the years,
we have gained expertise in this domain and have expanded our production capacity. Our organization
has gained excellence in the field of Induction Furnace Coils, Magnetic Yokes and Water Cooled Cables
for ABB make Furnaces.
We are an approved and reliable vendor for supplying SF6 Gas Connection Copper Pipes, and many
other copper connection material to ABB Transformer Division, mainly TPT, SPT, TT. In addition, we also
offer Bus-Bars, Tapping-Bars, and Cu. Flexible Jumpers. Our vast product range also comprises Brass
and Copper Fittings for Circuit Breakers.
Leveraging on our modern and technically advanced manufacturing facility, we are able to manufacture
an unmatched product range matching all the industry standards. Our high-tech facilities help us in
undertaking fabrication work as per customers’ drawings and specifications.
Our organization has a rich experience of undertaking site fabrication work. We have set up an entire
earthing pad for the test field for ABB SPT Division 50 MVA/132 kV Project, ABB TPT Division 400 MVA/
400 kV Project and for ABB PPHV-PASS-GIS Division at Savli GIDC, Baroda Project.

Our Valuable Clients

Circuit Breaker Copper Gas Pipes
Circuit

Breaker Copper gas pipes are used in SF6

circuit breakers. We have over a decade of experience
in supplying copper gas pipes to ABB. The components
used for manufacturing gas pipes are of high quality and
undergo various quality checks. We have helium testing
facility for leakage test of gas pipes, all gas pipes
manufactured are helium tested to detect any minute
leakage. We also supply spares gas pipes for ABB or
any other make circuit breakers as per the client's
requirements.

Copper Busbars
We are leading provider of a large gamut of Copper Busbars, which has excellent conductivity and bending strength.
Moreover, these electrical products are appreciated in the market for corrosion resistant features. We also offer these
Copper Busbars in different sizes as per client requirements. Also, these busbars are light weight and easy to install,
making these busbars more preferable among our valued clients.

We are instrumental in offering a wide range of precision
engineered Copper Busbars, which are used in low voltage
distribution and high current in various equipments. Our excellent
range of industrial and commercial grade Copper Busbar is highly
demanded by clients because of the better electrical conductivity
that these copper busbars offers. Further, Copper bus bars
contains better inbuilt resistance against corrosion than aluminum
bus bars, thus making them apt to withstand all weather conditions
including wet, dirty etc.
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Flexible Jumpers
We are the one-stop shop, where you can easily get a large variety of flexible jumper. Further, these
flexible Jumpers make possible to drill, saw, braze, mill & weld the contact areas in a hassle free
manner. Our Flexible Jumpers comes in different specifications and can be customized as per the
requirements of the esteemed clients. Also, these products can be availed by our esteemed clients at
highly competitive price.
We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying an
excellent range of Flexible Jumpers. Our range of jumpers
is copper laminated and manufactured by stacking
several foils of electrolytic copper and then applying high
current under high pressure. In a special metal diffusion
process, the metal gets melt and forms a homogeneous
bond. Thus, it allows almost negligible mill volt drop
across the connector. That is how the 'temperature rise' is
reduced greatly and simultaneously the current carrying
capacity of the jumper increases. Our Flexible Jumper
can be availed at very economical prices in market.

Induction Furnace Coil
Our advanced manufacturing units ensure that we are able to offer
to our clients a wide range of Induction Furnace Coil that is high on
parameters of quality and durability. These heavy duty induction
furnace coils are designed as per the prevalent industry standards
and manufactured using quality raw material.
We supply spares for ABB and other make induction furnace coil.
We have an expertise in manufacturing and repairing induction
furnace coil. Repairing is done by realigning the coil turns, placing
new segments, connection of new nipples, painting the coil with
epoxy paint or varnish as per the clients requirements, and
pressure test is also carried out to detect any leakage. By repairing
the old coil we increase the life cycle of the coil and avoid the
expense of the clients to purchase a new coil. We also manufacture
spare coil turns of various sizes, as per the requirement of clients.
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Water Cooled Cable
We are one of the leading supplier of high graded water
cooled cables of all type of sizes for furnace, which is a
critical component for the Furnace operation in the Steel
Plants. We have facility to manufacture Water Cooled
Cable suitable for any induction melting / heating
equipment as per our standard or customized design.
We are using electrolytic grade copper rope to get
maximum conductivity, which ultimately reduce lot in
terms of power consumption.
Hose pipe being used is non conductive rubber and covered by fire retardant thermal insulated cloth or
asbestos free hose pipe as per customer's requirement. All end terminals are made to meet your
requirement.

Magnetic Yoke
We offer magnetic yoke for induction furnace as per the
customer's requirements. We are having expertise in
manufacturing magnetic yoke for ABB make induction
furnace. Our products are known for their quality and
durability. Following are some of the key features:
1. Made from imported laminations.
2. Perfectly insulated sheets-deletes any possibility of
short circuiting.
3. Highly compressed.
4. No overheating.

Manganese Phospating
We offer a high quality of manganese
phosphating, these corrosion-resistant
coatings consists chiefly of iron and
manganese phospates, and reduce wear on
such articles such as pistons, rings, liners,
camshafts, tappets, motor blocks and similar
bearing surfaces

It is widely used in the automotive industry as it is best to improve the ease of sliding and the reduction
of associated wear of two steel surfaces sliding one againist the other. The phosphate coatings
possess intrinsic lubricating properties but can absorb a considerable quantity of lubricant by virtue of
their porosity.
This combination favours an easier running-in at higher surface pressures by forming a non-metallic
barrier that seperates the two metal surfaces and reduces the danger of seizure and associated
pitting. There is also less noise produced at such surfaces and they have an inbuilt capacity, in
emergencies, to run dry for limited period.

Zinc Phosphating
We are a recognized company offering high quality microcrystalline
ZINC PHOSPHATE COATING.
These products are easy to use and deliver the treated surface
excellent resistance to corrosion by coating the entire surface
completely.The fine film coating of the product adheres strongly to
the metal surface And Strengthens The Paint Coating Given To The
Surface. to Ensure the Efficiency of these Products We
manufacture them from high end material that are sourced from
reliable vendors. Well defined parameters are followed by our
experts in the processing of these products to ensure their quality.
Features :

Produce smooth microcrystalline zinc phosphate coating on iron and mild steel components by
simple immersion.
Prevents the spread of corrosion in case of scratches and cuts.
Tight adherent coatings obtained by this process ensure a strong bond between components
and paint, serves as a corrosion barrier.
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